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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mandate: archive and make EU law open access



Ex: the right to be forgotten by Google 

<http://goo.gl/Qdjp1X> 



Ex: EUR-Lex - Judgement of the Court C-131/12 

<http://goo.gl/MwUkfq> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Served by Fedora  Complexity: 24 languages, usually in 3 formats



Fedora data model in Cellar 

work: DC, MD 
cellar:09eb0861-da7a-11e3-8cd4-01aa75ed71a1 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/celex/62012CJ0131 

 
expression (24 languages): + RELS-EXT 

cellar:09eb0861-da7a-11e3-8cd4-01aa75ed71a1.0006 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/celex/62012CJ0131.ENG 

 
manifestation (3-4 file types): +RELS-INT, DOC_n, DOC-EXT 

cellar:09eb0861-da7a-11e3-8cd4-01aa75ed71a1.0006.01 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/celex/62012CJ0131.ENG.xhtml 
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Architecture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of open/standard technologies: METS for ingestionSPARQL and REST for disseminationOWL and SKOS for modeling and validationTwo years with a major event:- Authentic, legal version of OJ is the electronic one (PDF-A1)



Architecture 

database Oracle 
Nodes: 2 
T4/Solaris 11, 128 cores, 256GB 
Oracle 11g EE + RDF Store 

 

Fedora v3.6.1 
Nodes: 6 on NFS 
RHEL 8 cores, 128GB, load balanced 
Cache: Apache Traffic Server, 1TB 

 



Volume of data 

Fedora 
Identifiers: 45million (+750K/month) 
Files: 67million (+1.6mill/month) 
Disk: 9.3TB (+1.2TB/month) 
Requests: ~3.5million/day (peaks may double that) 

Database 
Business identifiers: 103million (+1.6mill/month) 
Disk: 3.15TB (+60GB/month) 
Triples: 1.08billion (+10mill/month) 



Volume of data 



Consistency 

Problem: FO vs RDF Store triples 
Transactions simulated in Cellar, eventually consistent 

 
Solution and lessons learned 

Keep concurrency in mind (fs and db) 
Time to write in fs/db can be very different 
Tool to compare FO vs triples 
 

Future 
Transactional Fedora 

 



Storing policies 

Problem: daily vs archive objects 
Simultaneous load 
Legal constraints, mandate 

 
Solution and lessons learned 

Separate ingestion threads and priorities 
Store /yy/mm/dd versus /uu/id/3l 
 

Future 
Fedora statistics for popular FO 
Policies to move less popular FO to lower QoS stores 

 



Perfomance 

Problems with FO 
+500 updates >> try disabling versioning, AUDIT DS 
Blocking, rare errors >> check lib versions and compatib 

 
Lessons learned 

Performance is half software (YourKit, your friend), half hw 
Be aware of redundancies: triples, resource index, audit 



Future 

Cellar 
RESTful versioning 
Public SPARQL endpoint 

 
We would like 

Transactions + storing policies and stats: Fedora  
Export tool for FO 3.x 
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